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The Xavier Zubiri Foundation of North America continues it publishing program by announcing the 
publication this year of the first volume of Zubiri’s great theology trilogy, 

Man and God 
In a definitive translation by Joaquin Redondo, critically revised by Nelson Orringer and Thomas Fowler, 
copublished with University Press of America.  Reserve your copy now!  Price not yet established, but 
expected to be about $40. 

Recently published is Rafael Lazcano’s comprehensive reference work, 

Repertorio bibliográfico de Xavier Zubiri 
which lists every known work on or by Zubiri, through mid-2005, with complete bibliographic data to 
facilitate easy reference. Each work is categorized thematically, and in addition there a complete Index of 
Names. No library where Zubiri studies are undertaken is complete without this handy reference.  $30 in 
the United States, $37.50 elsewhere, postpaid.   

Also available from the Foundation is Zubiri’s magnum opus, 

Sentient Intelligence 
presented in Thomas Fowler’s definitive translation, one authorized by Zubiri himself before his death.  
Here the three volumes of the original Spanish edition, Inteligencia y realidad, Inteligencia y logos, and 
Inteligencia y razón are rendered together in clear English, with a complete integrated index covering all 
three parts.  The book also features a comprehensive introduction and a detailed graphical reading guide 
to help the reader navigate this philosophical masterpiece.  $30 in the United States, $40 elsewhere, 
postpaid. 

A few copies of Zubiri’s first book,  
Nature, History, God 

are still available as well.  This book contains some of Zubiri’s most famous and insightful essays.  $25 in 
the United States, $35 elsewhere, postpaid. 

If ordering by check, please send check denominated in U.S. dollars.  You may also pay by credit 
card (VISA, Mastercard, or American Express)!  Please give name, card number, and expiration date, and 
mail, fax, or email order form to: 

The Xavier Zubiri Foundation of North America 
1571 44th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20007 

Fax: (+1) 202-338-9084    Email: orders@zubiri.org 
Title Quantity Price Total 
________________________________________________     ______          _______           _______ 
________________________________________________     ______          _______           _______ 
________________________________________________     ______          _______           _______ 
________________________________________________     ______          _______           _______ 
 Grand Total for books: _______ 
Please ship books to: 
Name: ____________________________________________________ 
Address: ____________________________________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________ 
City/State/Zip or Postal Code: ___________________________________ 
Country: ____________________________________________________ 
Phone Number:  _______________________      Email address: ________________________ 
 


